ABSTRACT Several contemporary algorithms, including cuckoo search (CS), were applied to the CEC 2017 problem set, which includes a wide variety of 120 very difficult subproblems. We found that the algorithms were ineffective, especially when the number of dimensions was high. We configured several usage patterns of Linnik flight with the inverse of the golden ratio (1/ ) to replace Lévy flight in CS, resulting in a new search mechanism that increased the efficiency of the CS algorithm. The impacts of each Linnik flight usage pattern were evaluated using the CEC 2017. The experimental results showed that: 1) CS variants that used Linnik flight were more capable than CS variants that used Lévy flight and 2) CS variants that used a mixture of Linnik flight and quantum-behaved mechanisms were even more capable. The primary effect of Linnik flight is the strengthening of the ranking, while that of the quantum-behaved mechanisms is a decreased error. A chaotic-initialized quantum-Linnik flight CS (CQLCS) algorithm is proposed. Among the 66 competitive methods applied to the CEC 2017, CQLCS ranked first and won the contemporary competitive algorithms section, which also included several advanced variants of differential evolution (DE) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms. The CQLCS could potentially be improved further by adjusting the probability of the occurrence of Linnik flight. The processes for building improved variants were analyzed to discover how, or if, this improvement could be achieved. Finally, the CQLCS algorithm required fewer lines of code to run than did the DE and PSO variants.
I. INTRODUCTION
A particularly challenging aspect of science and engineering problems is that most are naturally highly nonlinear, multimodal, non-differentiable, or constrained design problems. Local search methods, such as gradient-based optimization techniques, can rarely solve these problems; thus, several meta-heuristic algorithms have been created [1] - [4] because of the ''no free lunch (NFL)'' theorem of optimization. The NFL theorem [5] states that even if an algorithm can effectively solve a problem, it is not necessarily true that the algorithm can also solve other problems effectively.
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Among the meta-heuristic algorithms, evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been shown to be highly effective and have excellent global search capabilities [6] , [7] . However, in recent years, algorithms based on swarm intelligence have become competitive alternatives to EAs [8] .
EAs use population-based, iterative, stochastic search mechanisms to find optimal solutions for related problems. EAs have simple structures that can be represented by a matrix, where each row represents a different individual or potential solution. The interaction pattern between the matrix elements affects the search capability. Nature-inspired EAs are the most common. Each EA simulates various genetic processes, such as mutation, crossover, and selection, to create a new trial solution from the current matrix. The newly generated solution is then evaluated and compared with its recent ancestor. The solution with higher availability is added to the matrix, and the worst is discarded. The exemplar EA is the differential evolution (DE) algorithm [9] proposed by Storn and Price in 1995. DE variants have since become among the most competitive and diverse families of computational algorithms used to solve numerous problems from a wide range of fields in science and technology [10] - [13] .
A relational structure and a collaborative pattern between individuals in a society that make them successful are essential. A computational model that mimics this paradigm is swarm intelligence, one of the most promising research areas for solving real-world optimization problems. A simple structure used in these types of algorithms is a matrix that represents the entities in the model. In contrast to DE, swarm intelligence defines the interaction patterns among the matrix elements by imitating some pre-eminent behaviors of living things. Many algorithms follow this paradigm to address nonlinear, non-convex, discrete optimization problems. Some highly successful representatives of this group are particle swarm optimization (PSO), proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [14] ; ant colony optimization (ACO), developed by Dorigo, Maniezzo, and Colorni in 1991 [15] , [16] ; artificial bee colony (ABC), proposed by Karaboga in 2005 [17] ; and the CS algorithm, developed by Yang and Deb in 2009 [18] .
CS is a swarm intelligence algorithm based on the parasitic behavior of some cuckoo species and the flight behavior of birds. Each repeating step of the CS has two phases, each of which is easily applied to the elements of a matrix. First, CS uses a Lévy flight random walk (LFRW) and guidance from a host nest to produce new solutions (or nests). Lévy flight provides both the direction and the step size for a move. The moving pattern of an animal during a food search follows a Lévy distribution, which provides a natural and highly successful methodology for searching for things (or food) regardless of the knowledge of the environment. Numerous studies have achieved success with Lévy flight, such as [19] - [27] . Because Lévy flight is a signature of CS, by definition, CS is performed via Lévy flight. Moreover, CS uses a biased/selective random walk (BSRW) to create new solutions, where BSRW is similar to a combination of the mutation and crossover operators in DE. After each random walk, CS uses a selection strategy to choose a better solution from the current nest and its offspring based on their availability. These are some of the reasons that CS appeals to many researchers and why numerous successful applications have been reported in the literature [28] .
An algorithmic concept analysis and performance comparison of 50 different benchmark functions of the CS, PSO, DE and ABC algorithms were presented in [29] . In that report, the statistical results showed that the success of CS was close to that of the DE algorithm. The number of function evaluations required by the DE algorithm to reach the global solution was smaller than that of the competitive algorithms.
The CS and DE algorithms provided more robust and more accurate results than the PSO and ABC algorithms. Therefore, improvement of the CS algorithm is a fascinating possibility inspired by the historical success of PSO, DE and ABC variants.
During the past decade, the IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation (IEEE CEC) has held many special sessions and competitions. The Special Session and Competition on Single-Objective Bound Constrained Real-Parameter Numerical Optimization has received considerable interest from researchers around the world because of its importance. Based on the CEC 2017 Competition on Single-Objective Real-Parameter Numerical Optimization [30] , we performed an experiment on the provided benchmark functions and discovered that the advanced DE and PSO variants emerged as highly successful front runners in search competitions. These algorithms easily outperformed many other meta-heuristic algorithms, including CS.
To the best of our knowledge, for CEC 2017, CS not only had a low search capability but also suffered the curse of dimensionality; i.e., its search capability decreased as the problem dimension increased. However, this deterioration in performance is not apparent when the number of competitors is small. Therefore, we compared 45 competitive algorithms plus 21 CS variants. For CEC 2017, the scores achieved by CS were far below those achieved by the advanced CS variants, the superior DEs, and the newly developed PSOs. However, the existing advanced CS variants could not surpass the higher-ranking DEs and PSOs. Therefore, capabilities surpassing the superior competitors will require a greater understanding of the ability of search operators and the critical drawback of CS variants.
We investigated the causes of the deficiencies in the search capability of CS and found that Lévy flight and its usage patterns were the cause. We arranged a Linnik distribution random generator with a configuration that would allow it to successfully replace Lévy flight; we called this type of random walk Linnik flight. We studied the impacts of several usage patterns of Linnik flight in CS; i.e., we used the information from all dimensions of the host, used only partial dimensions of the host, or used a mixture of Linnik flight and quantum-behaved mechanisms. Linnik flight improved the search capability of CS; thus, the proposed algorithm uses both Linnik flight and quantum-behaved mechanisms and has no parameters that must be scheduled during the search. A comparison was conducted on CEC 2017, and the proposed algorithm achieved the best performance among the 64 competitive algorithms, which included advanced DE and PSO variants.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work involving Lévy flight and CS algorithms. Section III presents the Linnik flight and CS algorithms that implement Linnik flight. Section IV shows the experimental results and evaluations, and Section V presents the conclusions and discusses the intentions for future work. VOLUME 7, 2019 
II. RELATED WORK
This section explains the optimization problem, Lévy flight, CS, quantum-behaved CS algorithms (heterogeneous CS (HeCoS), non-homogeneous CS (NoCuSa), quantum chaotic CS (QCCS)), contemporary PSOs, contemporary DEs, ABC algorithm, and boundary handling techniques.
A. OPTIMIZATON PROBLEM
Without loss of generality, the numerical optimization (minimization) problem considered in this paper is defined as follows:
where S is the search area defined by {y :
is the objective function, D is the size or the number of dimensions of the problem, y i is the value at the ith dimension of vector y, and U i and L i are the upper and lower boundaries of the ith dimension. The surface represented by the function f (·) is called the topography of the problem. Numerical optimization problems are characterized as unimodal, multimodal, separable, non-separable, scalable or hybrid [31] . Unimodal problems have a single local solution, which is the global solution, whereas multimodal problems have many global solutions. In a separable problem, because each variable is independent of other variables in the problem, each variable can be adjusted independently. In non-separable problems, all variables must be optimized simultaneously. In scalable problems, the complexity of the calculation depends on the dimension change of the problem.
B. LÉVY FLIGHT
Lévy flight is a flat-tailed distribution proposed by Paul Lévy in 1937 [32] . By using a simple power-law formula in determining the index, we can call this distribution a Lévy-stable distribution.
A symmetrical Lévy-stable process has probability density
where β is the index controlling the scale properties of stochastic process z and γ is the scale unit of the process. No general analytical form exists for (2) . However, when β is 2, the process is Gaussian, and when β is 1, the process exhibits a Cauchy distribution.
Mantegna's algorithm is a well-known fast and accurate algorithm for the numerical generation of a symmetric α-stable Lévy distribution [32] , [33] . Lévy flight generation is expressed as
where u and v are two separate values generated from normal distributions with zero means. The standard deviation of v is 1, the standard deviation of u is σ u ,
and is the Gamma function. Mantegna's algorithm is very fast if 0.75 ≤ β ≤ 1.95. The LFRW journey is not the same as that of a Gaussian distribution because a fraction of very long jumps can occur. Fig. 1 (a) and (b) depict examples of 30,000 steps generated by Gaussian and Lévy flight in two dimensions, where the index of the latter is β = 1.5. The trajectory of the Lévy process depicts an island structure of groups of small steps connected by a long stride.
C. CUCKOO SEARCH ALGORITHM
In 2009, Yang and Deb proposed CS [18] . The algorithm imitates the parasitic reproduction behavior of a single species of cuckoo birds and a single host species. In addition, the standard CS uses Lévy flight as the primary search principle. For simplicity, Yang and Deb supposed that each nest contains only one egg, so a nest represents an egg or a cuckoo. The search process consists of three simple rules:
1) Each cuckoo randomly selects a host nest to incubate and spawns only once. 2) The best nest is forwarded to the next generation.
3) The number of hosts, representing the availability, and the probability of the host discovering the alien eggs are fixed. If the cuckoo's egg is found, the host bird may either throw out the egg or abandon the nest to create a new nest in a new location. CS has two phases of realization. The search mechanism in the first phase is considerably different from other algorithms in that the CS is governed by LFRW. Lévy flight-based motion uses information from the best host nest, as (5) (5) where x t best is the best host nest, ⊗ is an entry-wise multiplication operator, Lv(β, γ = 1, D) is D-dimension Lévy flight with a power-law distribution of exponent β, and γ = 1.0. The parameter α > 0 is the step size-escalating factor, which depends on the scale or bound range of the problem of interest. Based on Yang and Deb [18] , α = 0.01 because L/100 is the typical step size of a walk, where L is the typical length scale; otherwise, Lévy flight may become overly aggressive with new solutions that are outside of the design domain and time consuming. However, four common α values are found in the literature: 2.0, 1.0, 0.1, and 0.01 [34] .
We imagined Lévy flight as a Gaussian distribution with a very low probability of generating high-magnitude random values. A new solution created via Lévy flight may be (i) near the current solution, thus increasing the local search speed, or (ii) far from the current solution, as some of the new solutions are created by either the random deviation from very remote locations or high random values. Therefore, the critical contribution of Lévy flight in CS is the creation of a small fraction of solutions sufficiently far from the best currently available solution, which allows escape from local optima and provides the ability to explore unknown large search areas.
However, on the basis of our experience, the effect of the long jumps generated by Lévy flight in CS is too strong, resulting in a decreasing search capability as the problem dimension increases.
The second phase of CS is a BSRW. Let a D-dimensional vector x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x D ) be a feasible solution for an optimization problem based on objective function f (x) with respect to some constraints. A BSRW-based move depends on the similarity of a cuckoo's egg and the host's egg, which can be written as (6),
where x t i and x t k are two different eggs of generation t, selected randomly via random permutation. Here, the dth element of cuckoo x t i is discovered with probability p a through the Heaviside function H (., .), which is defined as follows:
whereε is a uniformly distributed random vector in
Because the population size is defined as a constant, the probability of discovery is a necessary parameter for adjusting the global and local searches and controlling the selectivity. The default value of the discoverable probability p a is 0.25 because many simulation experiments have shown that CS with approximately 15 to 50 nests and a p a of 0.25 can solve many optimization problems [34] .
Therefore, CS has few parameters, good search paths, and strong global optimization capabilities compared to other search algorithms [35] . The pseudocode of CS is presented in Algorithm 1.
D. CUCKOO SEARCH WITH QUANTUM-BEHAVED MECHANISMS
If a new nest generating mechanism depends on the best solution and a present solution, then the search may become trapped in local optima, leading to premature convergence. Therefore, a nonuniform quantum-inspired search was proposed by randomly selecting one of three possible update rules with the same probability of occurrence [36] . The first rule is the LFRW of the CS, and the other two rules are inspired by the quantum-behaved PSO (QPSO) algorithm proposed by Sun et al. [37] Ding et al. [38] and Cheung et al. [36] defined two moving rules, i.e., quantum-behaved mechanisms, for their improved CS variants, in addition to the Lévy flight-based moving rule. The first new rule is modified from the operator of QPSO. The new nest location is a random perturbation around an equilibrium location that varies during iteration: (9) where δ > 0 is a control parameter and r is a random number drawn from a uniform distribution on the interval (0, 1]. Regarding the moving rules of the quantum-behaved CS (9) and QPSO, the nests used by the quantum-behaved CS and the current p best s in QPSO have the same meaning. Therefore,x in both algorithms refers to the average of the best nests or particles. Three differences exist. The first difference between the two algorithms is the first term of (9) . In QPSO, this term is the randomized weighted mean position of p best and the g best particles, but (9) uses the mean of the best particles,x, instead. The second difference is the scale factor: δ in (9) is a positive constant, whereas in QPSO, this factor decreases over time and has a random sign. The last difference is the random values: r in (9) is a scalar, whereas QPSO uses a D-dimensional random vector.
The exponential random value generated by ln (1/r) provides a compromise between the probability of having many small amplitudes around the current point (exploitation) and a lower likelihood of having higher amplitudes (exploration). A histogram showing the distribution of ln (1/r) with the uniformly distributed random number r in (0,1] is shown in Fig. 2 . The contribution is that the cuckoo birds can move away from the current spot and escape from local minima. Unfortunately, a large fluctuation around the global best nest (x t b ) may arise because δ × ln (1/r) → +∞ when r → 0. Therefore, the second new moving rule was proposed to alleviate this issue:
The second formula is closely related to the Lévy flight moving rule, (5), as the best nest provides guidance for the new nest. The differences between (10) and (5) are that (i) Lévy flight generates a vector value, whereas exp(r) of (10) produces a scalar value, and (ii) the ranges of Lévy flight and exp(r) are very different.
Regarding (10), if we consider the best point to be the pivot of reflection, then the newly generated position can be regarded as an oppositional stance to the current location because the term δ exp (r) might be greater than 1. However, the generated values δ exp (r) are not excessively far from 1, in contrast to those produced by Lévy flight -see Fig. 6 for boxplots of Lévy flight. Therefore, a probable consequence of the second update rule is that cuckoo birds might move away from the current spot and escape from local minima when the local search is still beneficial.
In summary, [39] and [40] replaced pure LFRW with a combination of quantum-behaved mechanisms and Lévy flight as follows:
where
x t b denotes the position of the best nest in the current iteration, sr and r are the random numbers obtained from a uniform random number generator, sr and r ∈ (0, 1], and
Two variations of quantum-behaved CS exist, each of which has the following components and parameters: for HeCoS [38] , E = δe 1/r , p a = 0.15, α = 1.5, β = 1.5, and δ = 2.5; and for NoCuSa [36] , E = δe r , p a = 0.15, α = 1.3, β = 1.3, and δ = 0.9. We compared the search performance of CS variants that used quantum-behaved mechanisms and CS variants that used Lévy flight on the CEC 2017, which is explained in Section IV. We found that CS variants with quantum-behaved mechanisms are more capable than CS variants with Lévy flight, as their scores were much higher than those of CS variants with Lévy flight and their ranks did not deteriorate as much as those of CS variants with Lévy flight when the problem dimension increased; see Section III-C1. However, CS variants that used quantum-behaved mechanisms still cannot surpass the superior DE and PSO variants.
E. CHAOTIC INITIALIZATION
We monitored the movement of cuckoo nests during the evolution and found that the nests usually move from the outer area to the inner area. Furthermore, the diversity of population (17) also decreases over time. Therefore, complex problems whose global minima are not around the central area, especially when the global minima are near the boundary, are difficult to solve. However, a proper initialization method can help alleviate this problem.
Creating those solutions using chaotic maps instead of a uniform distribution can empower the search algorithm. A chaotic map is a mathematical function that creates a chaotic sequence over time. The chaos value c n+1 at time n+1 depends on the chaos value at time n (c n ), and a small difference in the initial value causes the chaotic function to generate other chaotic sequences. The features of non-redundancy and ergodicity help accelerate the search by exploring all search areas efficiently. Therefore, each D-dimensional nest vector is initially created by the chaotic map as follows: (15) where x ij is the jth dimension of nest i, Lb j and U b j are the jth-dimension lower and upper bounds of the search space, and c is the chaos value for that dimension.
In [40] , the chaotic initialization of a quantum chaotic CS (QCCS) showed favorable results in a data clustering application. That study selected a famous logistics map, (16) .
Based on the logistic map, a = 4 is suggested in most research works, and c n ∈ (0, 1). We demonstrate the benefit of logistic map initialization over uniform random initialization using two sub-figures of 3 , each of which contains 1,000 points in 2D, where (a) was generated via uniform random initialization and (b) was produced via logistic map initialization. The distributions of the generated points in that two sub-figures are significantly different. The density of logistic map initialization is dense at the outer area and decreases toward the central area, whereas that of the uniform random initialization is equally distributed. When the diversity is computed as
where C is the mean of initialized nests, n is the position of nest, and D is the problem dimension, we found that the diversity of Fig. 3 (a) is 6,473.67, and that of Fig. 3 (b) is 10,112.01.
F. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION, DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION AND ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY 1) PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
In 1995, Eberhart and Kennedy [14] proposed PSO, which has since received considerable attention from researchers and has been applied to solve many real-world problems. The PSO algorithm mimics the social behavior of bird or fish swarms. The algorithm begins with a set of random solutions and attempts to find the best solution iteratively by evaluating the quality of the solutions according to the related objective function.
The ith particle of PSO is represented as X i = (x i1 , x i2 , . . . , x iD ), and the historical best solution is P i = (p i1 , p i2 , . . . , p iD ), which is also denoted by p best . g best represents the current best position of the swarm.
The velocity of the ith particle is represented by
, and for each iteration t, the adjustment of the jth dimension is performed by (18) and
where r 1 and r 2 are random numbers from 0 to 1, c 1 and c 2 are positive constants called learning factors, t is the current loop number, ω is the inertia weight, and v ij is the particle velocity of the ith particle in the jth dimension. Each particle moves according to the velocity of the particle, comprising three information points. The first term on the right-hand side of (18) is the ''inertia part'', which relates to the previous particle velocity. The second term is the ''cognition part'', which shows how the particles view themselves and represents the data of the particles that will influence themselves in the next step. The last term is the ''social part'', which indicates how to share group information and how to cooperate in the next step.
Although PSO is simple and easy to program, two problems exist: premature convergence and slow convergence at the end. During the past two decades, these problems have been resolved by increasing the distribution of particles in the PSO and improving the global search capability. Several recent variants of PSO include the dynamic multiswarm particle swarm optimizer (DMS-PSO) [41] , the dynamic multiswarm particle swarm optimizer with harmony search (DMS-PSO-HS) [42] , the heterogeneous comprehensive learning PSO algorithm (HCLPSO) [43] , PSO using a dynamic tournament topology strategy (DTTPSO) [44] , and the ensemble particle swarm optimizer (EPSO) [45] .
DMS-PSO divides the entire population into many small subswarms and uses a new neighborhood topology to create a local version of PSO. Information exchange between subswarms is performed through a specified regrouping schedule. The diversity of the population is noteworthy, but the frequent regrouping operation results in deficient exploitation. DMS-PSO-HS applies the harmony search (HS) algorithm [46] to each subswarm of DMS-PSO to effectively take advantage of the information of past solutions. Proposed in 2015, HLCPSO separates the swarm population into two subpopulations that focus on either exploration or exploitation. The exploitation subpopulation produces exemplars from the personal best experiences of the entire swarm, whereas the exploration subpopulation generates particles based on the personal best experiences of individual particles to maintain the diversity of the subpopulation. Each particle of DTTPSO, proposed in 2016, learns from better solutions that are stochastically chosen from the group of swarms. EPSO, presented in 2017, determines the top algorithms adaptively for each generation by employing a self-adaptive scheme on individuals in the population. More information regarding the development of PSOs is provided in [47] and [48] .
2) DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION
Price and Storn proposed DE in 1995 [9] . The basic structure of the DE algorithm is a population matrix X = [x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x NP ] that consists of NP individuals encoded as D-dimensional vectors of real numbers. After random initialization, mutation, crossover, and selection operations generate a new population. The pseudocode of the basic DE is given in Algorithm 2. We denote the iteration number by superscript t.
DE is distinct from other well-known EAs because its mutation is self-reference, i.e., DE tends to adapt to the natural level of the search landscape.
If the population is compact in one variable but distributed in other variables, the vector generated from the population will be composed of a small value for the former variable but large values for the subsequent variables. In other words, DE does not require a specification or size adjustment. This automatic adjustment remarkably improves the search ability. DE demonstrates outstanding performance in terms of the final precision, computational speed, and robustness when optimizing several objective functions. Notably, DE variants maintain the lead over EAs and other types of algorithms in a wide range of competitions.
Several popular variants of DE exist, such as self-adaptive DE (SaDE) [49] , DE with orthogonal crossover (OXDE) [50] , and DE based on covariance matrix learning and bimodal distribution parameter setting (CoBiDE) [51] . SaDE uses a trial vector generation strategy in which the associated control parameter values are gradually self-adapted to match different phases of the search process. OXDE is a DE with an orthogonal crossover strategy and a quantization technique (QOX) that can efficiently search the hyperrectangle formed by the contributor and the target. CoBiDE is a DE that uses (i) the covariance matrix of learning to create an appropriate coordinate system for a crossover operator and (ii) the bimodal distribution control parameters to control the mutation and crossover. The covariance matrix variant learning of DE creates a coordinate system and has been relaxed to a certain extent for crossover operators. More information regarding the development of DEs is provided in [12] , [13] , [52] .
3) ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY ALGORITHM
The ABC algorithm is a swarm algorithm that imitates the behavior of honey bee colonies [17] . Employed bees, onlooker bees, and scout bees are the three groups that form the population in the ABC algorithm. An individual employed bee explores the search space for a food source and collects and sends information to the onlooker bees. An onlooker bee uses the information to select a better food source. If a bee does not produce any benefit for a specified period of time, the bee is reborn as a scout bee and is sent to search for a food source at a random location.
G. BOUND HANDLING
The boundary handling mechanism aims to restrict the flight of the cuckoo within the search area. A commonly used technique is a simple method based on classic strategies. If a cuckoo moves outside of the search boundary in the dth dimension, then the top or bottom value for the dimension will be corrected to the maximum or minimum value of the data set in the violated dimension; see (20) . This type of boundary handling is called an absorbing boundary. Although this method can solve the problem of boundary violation, it may not be effective in the search process. Therefore, Wang et al. [53] proposed an alternative technique, a reflecting boundary, to address the boundary issue, (21) , resulting in improved search performance.
III. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
In this section, we explain Linnik flight, the golden number, and the proposed algorithm. Because we have no information regarding the arrangement of Linnik flight in meta-heuristic optimization, we begin by applying the golden numbers for a parameter of Linnik flight because these numbers satisfy the condition of Linnik flight. The impact of Linnik flight on the CS variant is empirically compared with that of Lévy flight. Finally, we construct the proposed algorithm based on our observations.
A. LINNIK FLIGHT
Linnik (1963) [54] proposed the Linnik Lk(α, σ ) distribution with the characteristic function (ch.f.)
where σ > 0 is the scale factor and 0 < α ≤ 2 controls the shape of the distribution. Recently, the Lk(α, σ ) has attracted considerable attention from researchers, such as [55] , [56] , and [57] , [58] . Kozubowski [58] represented the Linnik distribution as a mixture representation in [59] and [60] . They defined σ = 1 and obtained the following probability density and distribution functions
and
where x > 0. Furthermore, the Lk(α, σ ) distribution is known to be a geometrically stable distribution [55] , which explains the connection between Lk(α, σ ) and Lévy flight. More details regarding the generation variants based on the Linnik laws and the more general geometric stable laws can be found in Kozubowski [58] .
Based on knowledge of the stable geometric distribution, Devroye [60] , Kotz and Ostrovskii [59] and Kozubowski [58] , [61] showed that Lk(ρ, σ ) can be represented as a product of two independent random variables with explicit distribution functions coupled by the inversion method. The formula is as follows:
where S is a random sign, Z represents the standard Laplace distribution with location 0 and scale 1, and R represents the density of a nonnegative random variable.
where 0 < ρ < 1 and r > 0 with distribution
Thus, we have the inversion of F ρ as
and we can generate R via the inversion method.
A method for computer simulation of Lk(α, σ ), 0 < α ≤ 2 is presented as pseudocode: Linnik Lk(α, σ ) generator. Because cot(π αU /2) and tan(1 − π αU /2) are equivalent and the latter is slightly faster than the former, we prefer tan(·) over cot(·)-see Fig. 4 .
B. THE GOLDEN NUMBER
The golden number is the geometric and numerical ratio that is believed to be the most accurate dimension of harmony in mathematics and art [62] . Positive golden numbers are often used by architects [63] . In addition, golden numbers are also used in several optimization algorithms. For example, in [64] , a new egg moves closer to the egg with the best fitness, where the distance of movement is the inverse of the golden ratio of the gap between the two eggs. The experimental results show that the modified CS has a high rate of convergence to the actual global minimum, even for high dimensions. In [65] , the golden ratio is applied to the step size of the Mantegna Lévy flight to improve the search capability of the algorithm. Cuevas et al. [66] proposed a selection approach based on the golden ratio for the EA. Individuals are divided into categories of similar quality based on fitness values. Each group has a number of individuals, and the probability of choosing which will be considered according to the proportion of the golden section. The probability of selecting an individual depends on the group to which the individual belongs. Therefore, the proposed method creates a balance between elitism and a variety of selection strategies. In addition, the golden section search [67] can find the minimum or maximum value of an optimization problems, and the names of the algorithms are obtained from the golden section [68] - [70] .
Two numbers, p and q, are in a golden ratio if and only if
is called the golden number and is obtained from the solution of the quadratic equation
such that Fig. 1(c) shows trace points generated by Linnik, Gaussian and Lévy flight. The Linnik flight traces have an island structure formed by groups of small steps connected by a long stride, similar to that of Lévy flight. However, the islands formed by Linnik flight are smaller than those of Lévy flight, but the long strides of the former are longer than those of the latter. The nearest-neighbor CS with probabilistic mutation (NNCS) algorithm [71] , whose nest learns to move from the hosts in partial dimensions using only probabilistic mutation, produced better search results than CS, whose nest search is guided by every dimension of the hosts. Therefore, we speculate that the drawback of CS might be the high probability of long-distance jumps, which must be decreased.
Thus, we examined the outcomes of Lévy flight, Lv, and Lévy flight with an embedded probabilistic mutation, Lv p k . Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) show 300 trace points generated by Lv and Lv p k with p K of 0.25, respectively. From in Fig. 5(a) , the magnitude of almost 300 of 300 points generated by Lv(1.5, 1) are greater than 0.001, meaning that each dimension of a nest must be moved according to Lv (1.5, 1) . In other words, the original CS performs only the mutation operation; there is no cross-over operation performing in this phase. Considering Fig. 5(b) , because approximately 75 percent of the 300 values are suppressed to be zero by the Heaviside function, the probability of occurrence of a long jump is also decreased. The remaining 75.03 ± 7.39 of 300 points are nonzero. Therefore, some dimensions of a nest are moved according to Lv p k , while the other dimensions remain constant. Accordingly, CS with Lv p k performs both mutation and cross-over operations simultaneously in this phase.
The flight of a cuckoo in nature may be interrupted by unpredictable factors, such as obstacles in the direction of flight, natural enemies within the range of vision, and energy restrictions. The cuckoo cannot move in a direction that is interrupted by an obstacle: movement occurs only in uninterrupted directions.
We compared CS with Lv(1.5, 1.0) to CS with Lv p k , where p K = 0.25, on CEC 2017: Table 2 shows that the latter outperforms the former. In other words, the CS that learned from partial dimensions of the host is more capable than the CS that learned from all dimensions of the host; i.e., performing both mutation and cross-over operations simultaneously in the first phase can increase the search capability of CS. This result also indicates that the probability of long-distance jumps caused by Lévy flight is too high.
CS with Lk(0.618, 0.01) can perform both mutation and cross-over operations simultaneously in the first phase because Linnik flight Lk(0.618, 0.01) is similar to Lv p k with p K of 0.25. 
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.037], then the distance between the newly generated nest and the current nest is approximately 3.7 percent of the distance between the current nest and the best nest. This move is undoubtedly an exploitation search; otherwise, the move may be an exploration search. Fig. 6 shows boxplots of the magnitude of the random data generated from different distributions. The difference between the medians of Lk(0.618, 0.01) and Lévy flight is not substantial, but the maximum magnitude produced by Lk(0.618, 0.01) is much greater than that produced by Lévy flight. Therefore, once exploration occurs, the new nest might be very far from the current best location. CS with Linnik flight benefits from this phenomenon to preserve sufficient diversity, resulting in enhanced exploration.
The Lévy flight usage patterns for a CS move can be classified into three categories: 1) taking information from all dimensions of the host, 2) learning from only partial dimensions of the host, and 3) taking information from all dimensions of the host by mixing Lévy flight with other distributions. According to our empirical analysis, Linnik flight Lk(0.618, 0.01) has some characteristics of Lévy flight with an embedded probabilistic mutation. If Lk(0.618, 0.01) is used in CS as a replacement of Lévy flight, then CS with Lk(0.618, 0.01) should be more capable than CS with Lévy flight. Therefore, we replaced Lévy flight with Linnik flight and investigated the impact of the usage patterns of the random number generators on the search capability of the CS variants on the CEC 2017.
The arrangements and comparisons are as follows. In the previous subsection, we constructed Linnik flight with an α of 0.618 and a σ of 0.01, i.e., Lk(0.618, 0.01). We found that Linnik flight with this configuration generated random values similar to Lv(1.5,
Based on our experiment on CEC 2017, the best step size for CS was 0.1, as the algorithm with this configuration performed best relative to the other CS arrangements. Therefore, we proposed the first usage pattern of Linnik flight by replacing Lv(1.5, 1.0) with Lk(0.618, 0.01), i.e., all the dimensions from a host nest are considered when moving a nest. This algorithm is denoted CS_Lk0. Table 5 and Table 6 .
2) THE SECOND USAGE PATTERN: Lv (1.5,
The second usage pattern of Linnik flight is obtained by replacing Lv(1.5,
, only partial dimensions of the host nest are considered. This algorithm is denoted Linnik_CS_pk. The experiment conducted on CEC 2017 investigated the impact of combining Linnik flight and probabilistic mutation on the search capability of CS. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test results are shown in Table 7 . Table 8 , and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test results are presented in Table 9 . Table 10 , and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test results are reported in Table 11 .
5) THE THIRD USAGE PATTERN: Linnik_NoCuSa VS. Linnik_HeCoS
These two algorithms have two main differences: exp(r) vs. exp(1/r) and the parameter settings. We assessed the impact of these differences. The resulting positions are provided in Table 12 , and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test results are reported in Table 13 . This arrangement is the main contribution of this paper. The proposed CS is a combination of quantum-behaved mechanisms and Linnik flight. In addition, the initial population is generated from the chaotic logistic function. The proposed algorithm is named the chaotic-initialized quantum-Linnik CS (CQLCS).
The arrangement was obtained as follows. The combination of CS with Lévy flight and a quantum mechanism handles the problem of increasing dimension better than does CS with Lévy flight alone. Therefore, all dimensions of a nest should learn from the knowledge provider. Hence, we proposed a new hybrid random walk, namely, a quantumLinnik flight random walk (QLRW), to replace the LFRW. The second phase of CS performed by BSRW remained the same.
Per the proposed QLRW, we found that if the probabilities of occurrence of the three distributions are equal, then the proposed algorithm surpasses the superior DE and PSO variants. However, differences in these probabilities affect the search capability of the proposed algorithm. We simplify QLRW by introducing p Lk as the probability of occurrence of Linnik flight. Therefore, 1-p Lk is the probability of occurrence of the two quantum-behaved mechanisms.
With the probability of occurrence of Linnik flight (p Lk ), 0 ≤ p Lk ≤ 1, QLRW performs as follows:
where The experimental results are reported in Table 16 to Table 19 . We found that p Lk has a small effect on the search capability of the proposed algorithm. With p Lk of 0.33, the occurrence of the three distributions is equal, and the proposed algorithm surpasses the superior DE and PSO variants. Furthermore, the advantage is further improved when p Lk is properly adjusted; see Section IV-D6.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. NUMERICAL BENCHMARKS
The performance evaluation is conducted on the CEC 2017 Competition on Single-Objective Real-Parameter Numerical Optimization [30] . The source code is publicly available. However, an algorithm performs these function evaluations without explicit knowledge of the structure of the benchmark functions. If the algorithm needs to check its success rate, all benchmark functions provide the lowest objective values. The benchmark contains 30 scalable test functions with a diverse set of characteristics, such as a large number of local optima, asymmetry, and nonseparability. In addition, the functions are shifted and rotated to create a challenging benchmark. The functions are given for four numbers of variables (dimensions): 10 (10D), 30 (30D), 50 (50D) and 100 (100D), where D is the dimensionality of the problem. In summary, functions 1-3 are unimodal, functions 4-10 are multimodal, functions 11-20 are hybrid functions, and functions 21-30 are composition functions. More details can be found in Table 3 .
In this paper, the following values were chosen for the remaining algorithm parameters:
1) The population size is N = 50; i.e., there is no mechanism for population size adjustment; if not stated otherwise, p a = 0.25. The experiments were performed on a Windows 10 system with a CPU Intel R Core TM i7-7700 3.60 GHz processor and 8 GB DDR4 memory. Each algorithm was coded in MATLAB.
B. EVALUATION METHOD
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the performance of the proposed algorithms when solving CEC 2017 problems. The performance is evaluated with respect to a combination of Score 1 and Score 2 , i.e., the total Score. A higher value is better. Equations (36), (38) , and (40) mathematically define the three scores.
where SE min is the minimal sum of errors from all algorithms and SE is the sum of error values for all dimensions. SE is defined as follows:
Here, ef nD is the final objective value minus the optimum, 1/52
, for all functions of n dimensions.
where SR min is the minimal sum of ranks from all algorithms, and SR is the sum of the ranks defined as follows:
Here, rank nD is the rank based on the final objective values for all functions of dimension n, where a lower value indicates better performance. Finally, the total Score is defined as follows:
Based on SE and SR, a higher dimension has a higher weight. However, function F2 is excluded from the evaluations, as suggested by [30] .
The used ranking methodology is the standard competition ranking; the positions of the competitors ranked below will not be affected regardless of whether two (or more) competitors' positions are equal. An example of the ranking of six items is ''1222557''.
C. THE COMPETITIVE ALGORITHMS
The list of algorithms and their references is provided in Table 4 . Each algorithm is coded in MATLAB by their authors, and the algorithms have no mechanism for population size adjustment. The default parameters defined in the code are used. Our goal is to assess the impact of Lévy flight usage patterns and determine how CQLCS performed compared to the contemporary algorithms. If the number of competitive algorithms considered is too small, the distribution of the scores will be overly concentrated, restricting the interpretation of the results. Therefore, we considered a total of 66 algorithms, including our algorithms. The distribution of the scores is shown in Fig. 10 .
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We must consider the importance of Score 1 , Score 2 , and Score. The ideal algorithm would rank highest on both Score 1 and Score 2 : the summation of the highest values of the two scores would result in the top Score. The runner-up algorithms produce lower scores. However, based on our experimental results, no algorithm has the best performance in terms of both Score 1 and Score 2 . An algorithm might produce a very high Score 1 but a low Score 2 and vice versa. We Fig. 7 . Consequently, CQLCS90 has a higher Score 1 . This evidence indicates that designing an algorithm to achieve the highest ranks on both scores simultaneously is a challenging task.
The experimental results in Table 16 show that CS with Lv(1.5, 0.1) achieved the best performance among the three step size settings of Lévy flight. However, CS with Table 16 ).
The experimental results for each usage pattern of Linnik flight in CS are as follows:
The flight generated by Linnik flight exhibits behavior similar to that caused by Lévy flight combined with probabilistic mutation but with two notable differences. First, a nest learns from all dimensions of the host, but the position in the interrupted direction is slightly shifted from the current location, as opposed to Lévy flight combined with probabilistic mutation, which cannot move in an interrupted direction. Second, the maximum distance of jump generated by Linnik flight is much longer than that produced by Lévy flight.
When Table 5 and  Table 6 . Therefore, CS benefits more from Lk(0.618, 0.01) than from Lv(1.5, 0.1). However, the probability of a long jump with Lk(0.618, 0.01) remains too high, as CS with Lk(0.618, 0.01), which learns in all dimensions, loses to CS with Lv(1.5, 1.0) ⊗ H (p K − ε), which learns in only partial dimensions.
The multiplication of Lk(0.618, 0.01) and H (0.25 − ε) reduces the probability of a long jump generated from Lk(0.618, 0.01). From Table 7 One explanation is that Lk(0.618, 0.01) ⊗ H (0.25 − ε) might generate a minimal magnitude random value for each dimension when the problem dimension is small; that is, the generated values are almost zero. As a result, the changes in the nests in the first phase are minimal. Nest movement occurs mostly in the second phase, BSRW. Therefore, the CS that used Lk(0.618, 0.01) ⊗ H (0.25 − ε) might not yield good performance when the problem dimension is small. As shown in Table 16 , NoCuSa with a step size of 1 is the best among the three step size values. NoCuSa itself ranked 10th, while the other two ranked 16th and 17th. NoCuSa outranks CS with Lévy flight (40th) and CS with Lévy flight combined with probabilistic mutation (36th). When Lv(1.5,1.0) in NoCuSa is replaced with Lk(0.618, 0.01), Linnik_NoCuSa ranked 8th, two places better than NoCuSa with a step size of 1. Table 8 reports the results extracted from Table 16 and Table 19 . The position degradation of Linnik_NoCuSa is slightly less severe than that of NoCuSa (7th to 11th vs. 10th to 16th) when the problem dimension increases from 30D to 100D. Furthermore, Linnik_NoCuSa wins more times than NoCuSa-34 vs. 7-see Table 9 . These results confirm the superiority of Linnik flight over Lévy flight. As shown in Table 16 , HeCoS with a step size of 1 performs the best among the three variations. HeCoS with a step size of 1 ranked 13th, while HeCoS with the other two step sizes ranked 15th and 18th. HeCoS outranks CS with Lévy flight (40th) and CS with Lévy flight combined with probabilistic mutation (36th). When Lv(1.5,1.0) in HeCoS is replaced with Lk(0.618, 0.01), Linnik_HeCoS ranks 6th, seven positions better than HeCoS with a step size of 1. Table 10 reports the results extracted from Table 16 and Table 19 . The position deterioration of Linnik_HeCoS is slightly less severe than that of HeCoS (4th to 8th vs. 8th to 14th) when the problem dimension increases from 30D to 100D. Furthermore, Linnik_HeCoS wins more times than HeCoS, 56 vs. 6-see Table 11 . These results confirm the superiority of Linnik flight over Lévy flight.
5) THE THIRD USAGE PATTERN: Linnik_NoCuSa VS. Linnik_HeCoS
We can observe from Table 13 that Linnik_HeCoS produces many more wins than does Linnik_NoCuSa (48 vs. 13). Additionally, Table 12 indicates that Linnik_HeCoS achieves better positions than Linnik_NoCuSa for all the problem dimensions we tested. Linnik_HeCoS performs the best among NoCuSa, HeCoS, Linnik_NoCuSa, and Linnik_HeCoS, each of which has a slightly different composition and parameter setting. However, the Score, Table 16 , of Linnik_HeCoS still falls behind that of EPSO, CMAES, and DTTPSO.
We searched for another solution to construct a better CS variant. Consider the cases where NoCuSa won against HeCoS, Linnik_NoCuSa jumped from 10th to 8th and Linnik_HeCoS improved from 13th to 6th; see Table 16 . These cases suggested that we could improve a runner-up algorithm to defeat some front-runner algorithms. We further observed that the Score 1 of Linnik_NoCuSa is higher than that of NoCuSa, HeCoS, and Linnik_HeCoS and that the Score 2 of Linnik_HeCoS is the highest among the four algorithms. The next subsection explains the construction of an improved CS variant based on these observations. The structure of the proposed algorithm was taken from Linnik_NoCuSa because this structure produced shallow objective values, resulting in the best Score 1 . The parameter settings were taken from Linnik_HeCoS because we believed that these settings would produce a high Score 2 . Chaotic initialization could improve the search capability of the quantum-behaved CS; therefore, the proposed algorithm is a chaotic-initialized quantum-Linnik-based CS (CQLCS).
However, the alteration of p Lk in (35), which changes the probability of occurrence of Linnik flight in QLRW, affects the search capability of CQLCS. Accordingly, CQLCS$$ denotes CQLCS with p Lk of 0.$$; i.e., the percent of occurrence for Linnik(0.6,0.01) is 100*0.$$, and the other 100*(1-0.$$) percent is for the quantum-behaved mechanisms. To find a suitable portion of Linnik flight in QLRW, the p Lk was varied from 0.00 to 1.00 with a step size of 0.10. The scores based on the CEC 2017 benchmark of CQLCS$$ are presented in Fig. 8 . We will explain each part of the figure as follows. Based on these observations, QLRW should have a probability of occurrence of Linnik flight in the range from 0.33 to 0.90, and the remaining probability is reserved for the two quantum-behaved mechanisms. CQLCS33 vs. CQLCS90: which is better? Based on the rankings (Score 2 ), Table 14 indicates that CQLCS33 is outperformed by CQLCS90 (31 wins vs. 52 wins). The Score results, which are the summation of Score 1 and Score 2 , by problem dimension are presented in Table 14 . CQLCS33 reached excellent positions when the problem dimensions were 30D, 50D, and 100D. However, CQLCS33 suffered an enormous loss at F30-10D, while CQLCS90 had a significant loss at F12-100D; see Fig. 9 . The unsuccessful cases of CQLCS33 in cases of lower dimension were worse than the unsuccessful instances of CQLCS90 in cases of higher dimension, as CQLCS33 achieves an overall worse position than CQLCS90. Therefore, if the failure of the two algorithms is a significant factor, then CQLCS33 is preferred when the problem dimension is large. However, CQLCS90 is preferred for overall performance. For Score 1 , the skewness is 1.0286, i.e., the Score 1 data are spread out to the right of the mean much more than are VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 11. HeCoS_step1.0 vs. Linnik_HeCoS. Determining the CS algorithm with an operator that statistically provides the best solution for each benchmark problem in CEC 2017 by utilizing the two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test (α = 0.05). The winning algorithm is Linnik_HeCoS.
FIGURE 9.
The differences between the fitnesses of CQLCS33 and CQLCS90 divided by sub-problem. Wins by CQLCS90 are located on the positive side. Wins by CQLCS33 are shown on the negative side. The graph shows that CQLCS33 encounters a drastic unsuccessful search at F30 with 10D. Whereas CQLCS90 has several failures, but they are not as severe as that failure of CQLCS33. The winning algorithm is thus CQLCS90. the Score 2 data. The 75th percentile, median, 25th percentile, and lowest Score 1 are 20.27, 7.02, 0.73, and 2.37E-05, respectively. The 25th percentile and the lowest value of Score 1 are very low, and 15 of 66 algorithms produced Score 1 values less than 1/100, 5.00E-1, of the maximum Score 1 value (50.00). Furthermore, 43 algorithms in Table 16 have Score 1 values that are less than half (25.00) of the maximum Score 1 (50.00). HCLPSO, CoBiDE, and DMS_PSO_HS, each of which is in Q1 based on Score, are also in that group. These results indicate that most algorithms cannot find solutions with low errors; see Table 16 and Table 17 for more details. The Q1 ranges of Score 1 , Score 2 , and Score are much higher than the ranges of the other quartiles; thus, the algorithms of Q1 have much greater search capability than the algorithms of the other three quartiles.
The Magic Quadrant shown in Fig. 11 illustrates the competitiveness of 66 algorithms. This figure was adopted from [106] . Positions closer to the top-right corner indicate better performance. Eleven Q1 algorithms are in the Leaders quadrant. Five Q1 algorithms are outside the Leaders quadrant because they are strong in terms of only one of Score 1 or Score 2 and weak on the other. For example, CoBiDE is strong on Score 2 but weak on Score 1 , whereas CMAES is strong on Score 2 but weak on Score 1 As shown in the Magic Quadrant, (i) CQLCS90 and CQLCS33 are two front-runners, (ii) Linnik_HeCoS and Linnik_NoCuSa are better than HeCoS and NoCuSa, (iii) these four algorithms are much better than the CS without quantum-behaved mechanisms, and (iv) Linnik_CS and Linnik_CS_pk are better than CS. Linnik flight improves Score 2 , while the quantum-behaved mechanism improve Score 1 .
We compared CQLCS to the competitive algorithms on additional aspects and made valuable observations. 1) CS with either the first or second usage pattern of Linnik flight suffers the curse of dimensionality. The best step size for CS in the experiment is 0.1, as CS_step0.1 ranks higher (40th) than CS with other step sizes. As reported in Table 15 , CS_Lk0.6 ranks higher than CS_step0.1 on all problem dimensions, as well as Score 2 . Therefore, the Lk(0.618, 0.01) can replace Lv(1.5, 0.1) in the canonical CS to improve the search capability of the algorithm. However, CS_Lk0.6 is still as sensitive to the problem of increasing dimension as CS_step0.1; i.e., the rank of LinnikCS drops 31 levels (8th to 39th), and that of CS_step0.1 drops 30 levels (10th to 40th) when the problem dimension increases from 10D to 100D, indicating that CS suffers the curse of dimensionality. Linnik flight can alleviate this problem only slightly because the probability of occurrence of long jumps with Linnik flight is still too high. CS_pk implements the second usage pattern of Linnik flight to reduce the probability of long jumps. Linnik flight with a reduced probability of long jumps has a strong effect as the rank of CS_pk drops 31 levels (7th to 38th), but that of Linnik_CS_pk drops only 22 levels (9th to 31st). However, a change in rank of 22 positions is enormous. Therefore, neither the first nor second usage pattern of Linnik flight eliminates the curse of dimensionality. 2) Note that if the number of competitive algorithms is too small, the curse of dimensionality is difficult to observe because the attenuation of the rank is not clear. The significance of the ranking attenuations of CS is clearly shown because many algorithms are included in our competition. 3) Not only the CS variants but also some algorithms in the competition, such as ABC, SADE, DE, and GalacticSO, suffer the curse of dimensionality. From Table 19 , the position of SADE on 10D is 1st, but when the problem dimension is 30D, 50D, and 100D, the positions of SADE worsen: 11th, 10th, and 12th, respectively. The positions of ABC are 32nd, 47th, 51st, and 56th; thus, ABC does not work well on highdimensional problems. GalacticSO performs poorly and ranks 56th, 58th, 59th, and 59th. The canonical DE works well in 10D (11th) but poorly in 30D, 50D, and 100D (49th, 54th, and 54th, respectively). 4) CQLCS is set to 0.90, the search capability of the proposed algorithm improves, and CQLCS90 ranks 2nd, 4th, and 1st with a 67 , and that of the proposed CQLCS is less than 70. Therefore, the substantial increase in the search capability of CQLCS comes from knowledge that can be represented by just ten lines of code. That effort is decidedly less than that of the DE and PSO variants. 7) A strong point of CQLCS is that it is not the worst algorithm on any challenge. Fig. 12 shows examples of the convergence graphs of eight selected algorithms applied to the functions with 30D. The figure represents the NFL theorem. Among the 66 competitive algorithms, CMAES ranks 4th on Score but cannot produce good solutions on F8, F10, and F20, where it ranks 66th, 54th, and 66th, respectively. BBO performs well on F8 (17th) and F10 (9th) but poorly on F14 (62th), F18 (59th), and F30 (54th). ABC performs well on F21 (1st) and F24 (1st) but poorly on F8 (44th), F14 (59th), F18 (55th), and F30 (50th). CoBiDE works well on several functions, such as F8 (9th), F10 (15th), F14 (1st), F18 (1st), F20 (4th), and F30 (1th), but performs poorly on F16 (42th), F22 (54th) and F28 (56th). CQLCS33 performs well on F1 (3rd), F3 (5th), F4 (7th), F12 (2nd), F18 (5th), and F30 (6th) but poorly on F10 (34th), F22 (36th), and F26 (42th). CQLCS90 works well on F5 (8th), F8 (7th), F11 (5th), F13 (2nd), F14 (4th), F15 (3rd), F18 (4th), F19 (3rd), F23 (6th), F28 (5th), F30 (5th), and F22 (40th) but does not perform well on F26 (36th) and F10 (33th). For the other situations in which CQLCS33 and CQLCS90 perform poorly, CQLCS33 ranks 57th on F30-10D and CQLCS90 ranks 12th on F12-100D. Thus, an algorithm that performs well on one problem may perform poorly on another problem. 8) As shown in Table 14 , the attenuation of position due to problem of increasing dimensions is greater for CQLCS90 than for CQLCS33. We suggest CQLCS90 for 10D, 30D, and 50D and CQLCS33 for problems of higher dimension. These results indicate that CQLCS with the p Lk adjustment is required to effectively solve various types of problems of different dimensions. Therefore, a further study on the effect of p Lk should be conducted in the future to achieve a more powerful CQLCS variant. 9) Can CS with the third usage pattern of Linnik flight handle the problem of increasing dimensionality? Table 14 shows that when the problem dimension increased from 10D to 100D, the positions of both EPSO and DMS_PSO_HS did not worsen. However, the decrements in the rankings of both CQLCS33 and CQLCS90 were notable. The ranking attenuations of both CQLCSs were less severe than those of several algorithms in Q1, such as NoCuSa, HeCoS, DTTPSO, OXDE, and CoBiDE. Therefore, the willingness to tolerate the increment in problem dimension of CQLCS is good but not as good as that of EPSO and DMS_PSO_HS.
V. CONCLUSION
The standard CS and some improved CS variants are also simple and sufficiently powerful to solve difficult problems. A strong point is that each of which requires no mechanism to adjust the parameters during evolution. However, when the standard CS is optimized with the CEC 2017 benchmark functions, we found that it suffers from the curse of dimensionality. The tested variants are less affected by the curse of dimensionality than the standard CS. The Lévy flight and its usage pattern cause the issue. To the best of our knowledge, Linnik flight, which is a type of long-tailed distribution, has not been applied in any nature-inspired search algorithm. We configure the Linnik distribution with the inverse golden ratio, Lk(0.618, 0.01), to perform as a random number generator and introduce it to nature-inspired optimization. This type of random walk is called Linnik flight.
We replace Lévy flight with Linnik flight in the LFRW step of CS to perform both mutation and cross-over operations simultaneously. We test CS with several usage patterns of Lévy flight: a nest learned from every dimension of the host nest, a nest learned from only partial dimensions of the host nest, and a nest learned from every dimension of the host nest using either Lévy flight or one of two quantumbehaved mechanisms. Each Linnik flight usage pattern was empirically analyzed to determine how well it suited the CS when the algorithm was applied to the CEC 2017. Several open problems of Linnik flight-based algorithms must be studied in the future. The configuration of the Linnik flight might affect the search capability of the algorithm; therefore, other arrangements should be investigated. We should have a mechanism to control Linnik flight to ensure that the transition between exploration and exploitation is smooth. A p Lk adjustment scheduling strategy might improve the performance of the algorithm. Convergence and microscopic behavior analyses of the Linnik flight-based optimization algorithm are required. The structure of CQLCS was taken from NoCuSa, whereas the parameter values were taken from HeCoS. Different parameter values might make CQLCS more capable. In this paper, Linnik flight was combined with quantumbehaved mechanisms, and the results were satisfactory, whether Linnik flight be combined with the other strategies. Furthermore, Lévy flight has been successfully used in several algorithms. An interesting issue is whether or no Linnik flight could be used in those algorithms. Finally, we would like to see real applications of CQLCS.
